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LEA Online Gradebook Guide 

Your Online Gradebook in LEA will allow you to use a number of features to manage 
your grades for your courses in LEA. You can enter your grades for each assignment, check  
your course and student statistics, and enter your mid-term assessments and final grades. 

This guide will show you how to use the features in your Online Gradebook. To use many of the 
features in your Gradebook you will first need to create an evaluation chart. For step by step 
instructions on creating evaluation charts in LEA, check the Creating Evaluation Charts LEA 
Guide. 

 You can use this guide to do the following: 
 Access your Gradebook for a specific course
 Enter your grades for an assessment
 Read the Assessment Summary
 Submit your Mid-Term Assessment
 Submit your final grades

Access your Gradebook for a Specific Course 

Each of your courses in LEA will have its own gradebook. When you access any of the 
Gradebook features, make sure you are in the right course first. 

 You will see your course displayed in the white
section in your My Classes menu on the left hand
side.

 If this is not the course you want, first make sure
you have the right semester selected
(Fall/Winter/Summer). Then select your course from
the dropdown menu under select a class.
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Enter Your Grades for an Assessment 

Once you have set up an evaluation chart for your course, you can enter your grades for your 
assessments directly in LEA. This will allow your students to see their grades in their LEA. 

 To enter your grades for an assessment, click
on Enter results under Online Gradebook.

 You will be shown a copy of your evaluation
chart. Click on the name of the assessment
you would like to grade from the chart.

 You will be taken to the Assessment marks
page for that assessment. Here you will see a
list with all of your students and a space to
enter each grade.

 Enter your grades on the grade point
(denominator) value that you assigned for
the assessment. If you forgot what grade
point value you assigned you can see it listed
next to Mark/ at the top of the table.
oNote: To make things easier, grade your

assignments on the same grade point
denominator.

 Note: you don’t have to worry about finding
the percentage value of the assignment for
the final grade. Simply enter the grade point
value and LEA will convert the grade to the
percentage you designated when you created
the assessment.

 If you would like to add a bonus point or a
penalty for the assignment, click on either
Add a Bonus points column or Add a Penalty
points column. This will add a column to the
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assessment grid which will allow you to add points (bonus) or subtract points (penalty) to a 
student’s grade. The grade plus the bonus/penalty will be calculated and entered into the next 
column entitled Mark after adjustment. 

 You can also send comments to your students when you post their grades. To send a comment
to the whole class click on the large blue Add a comment bar in the upper left. To send a
comment to a single student or a group of students, click on the paper icon under the
Comments column.

 If you are sending a comment to the whole
class, you will be taken to the Add a
comment intended for the entire class page.
Here you can enter your comment in the text
box area and click on save. When you click
on save it will store the comment in the
system with the grades. The comment will
only be sent out when you choose to send
out the grades.

 To edit or delete a class comment, click on
the paper icon in the upper left and edit the
comment and save it, or choose delete.

 If you would like to send the comment to
one student only, make sure to click the
paper icon next to their name. You will be
taken to the Add a comment page. Then
enter your comment in the text box area and
make sure that the option only to the
student… is selected. Then click on save.
The comment will only be sent out when
you choose to send out the grades.

 To edit or delete an individual comment,
click on the paper icon next to the students
name and edit the comment and save it, or
choose delete.

 If you would like to send a comment to a selection of students, click on the name of at least
one student who will receive the comment. Enter your comment in the text box area and make
sure that the option to the selected students…  is selected. When you click on save you will be
taken to a list of all the students in the course. Select the students who will receive the
comment and then click ok. The comment will only be sent out when you choose to send out
the grades.
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 You can also get statistics for the assignment
just under the section for entering the grades.
You can get the class averages with and
without the adjustments for bonuses and
penalties.

 When you have finished entering your grades
and comments you can choose when to send
the grades to the students
o Student’s mark, comments and class

average: If you choose this option and
click save the students will receive their mark, the comments and the class average right
away.

o Student’s mark and comments: If you choose this option students will receive their mark
and the comments right away.

oDo not communicate any information about this assessment: If you choose this option
students will not receive any information about their grades. If you are not finished
entering the grades and comments for the assessment, you can choose this option and
then come back and change your option when you are ready to have the grades sent to the
students.

 Warning: It is always best if you keep a second copy of your grades. After you have entered
the grades you must click on the save button to register them in the system. If for some reason
you forget to hit save, there is no way to retrieve your lost work.

Read the Assessment Summary 

When you create an evaluation chart, LEA will automatically create your assessment summary. 
When you enter grades for your assessments, LEA will enter those grades in the assessment 
summary and calculate information such as class and assignment averages for you. You can use 
the assessment summary to see all of your students’ grades and statistical information for the 
course. 

 To access the Assessment Summary for a
course, click on Assessment Summary under
Online Gradebook.

When you click on Assessment Summary you will be shown a chart with all of the evaluations 
that you have created in your evaluation chart. If you have entered grades for some of these 
assessments, you will see the grades entered on the chat. 
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Here is a sample of an assessment summary: 

 In the upper left hand corner of your assessment summary you will see a section entitled
Assessment Legend. This is a listing of all of the assessments you have created for the course.
They are each given a number, which corresponds to their number in the chart below. If you
assigned a due date to the assessment, it will appear in the Assessment Legend next to the
assessment name.

 Down the left hand side of the assessment chart you will have the names and numbers for all
of your students registered in the course. If your assessment summary is very wide, the
section with the student names and numbers will scroll horizontally so you can easily match
the student to the grade in the chart.

 Across the top of the chart you will have each of your assessments listed. The assessments are
automatically grouped by category.

 On the right hand side of the chart you will see the information concerning the overall
averages for the course.

 On the right hand side of the chart, above the overall averages, there is a dropdown menu that
will allow you to change how the chart is sorted.
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Assessment categories 
Your assessment chart will include important information about your assessments in the section 
along the top. 

 Each of your assessments will be grouped
by category. The category title will be
highlighted in grey above the assessments.
Next to the title you will find the percentage
value for the whole category if you chose to
have a fixed percentage weight for that category when you created your evaluation chart.

 Below the category title you will see listed each of the assessments under that category. Each
assessment will be given a number and a short name that corresponds to the numbers given in
the Assessment Legend above. For each assessment, you will see the points value
(denominator) for the assessment as well as its percentage value towards the final grade.

 Highlighted in grey, on the right hand side of each category, you will see a column for the
average for this assessment.

Reading student grades 
 If you read across a row for a particular

student you can see all the information
about that student’s grades.

 If a grade has been entered for a particular
assessment, you will see the grade listed in
the column for that assessment. The grade
shown will be the grade point value for the
assessment and not the percentage value.

 If no grade has been entered for an
assessment the box will appear empty.

 If a grade appears in blue a student has checked their mark for that grade. If it appears in
black they have not checked their grade.

 Grades that appear in parentheses [ ] are grades that will be dropped from the overall
calculation if you chose to drop assignments when you created your categories in your
evaluation chart.

 The grey column on the right hand side of each category shows the student’s average for that
category. You will see both a grade as a point value (denominator) and a percentage grade. Be
careful with the point value grade, as the denominator is not the total of all the point value
denominators in this category. The denominator value is actually the percentage value for all
the assessments in the category. The percentage value is then the percentile average for all the
graded assessments in that category
oNote: If a student did not receive a grade for an assessment, LEA will calculate their

average only for those assessments that have been graded. You will know if an
assessment has been excluded from the average by looking at the denominator value in
the averages column. In our example the final mark should be on 10; however, the first
student has a grade on 8. This means that one of their assessments has not received a
grade, so the total is being calculated without that assessment.
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 If a student received a comment with their assessment grade, you will see an orange or green
square next to that grade. A green square indicates a comment sent to the whole class, an
orange square is a comment sent to just that student. If you hover your mouse over the squares
you can see the comments.

Reading the average and final grade for a student 
 On the right hand side of the assessment summary

chart you will find information about a student’s
average and final grades.

 Under the column entitled Current Average, you
will find the student’s average up to that point in
the semester. You will know if an assessment is
missing from the calculation if the total is not over
100. The percentage grade indicated is the
percentage value of the student’s grade based on
the assessments that have already been graded.
This number will help you to get an idea of how the
student is doing in the course and can be useful information at the time of mid-term
assessments.

 The column entitled Final grade will only appear once you have submitted the final grades
for the course. It will indicate the final grade submitted.

 The last column, entitled Students excluded from calculations allows you to exclude the
selected student from the class average calculations.

Reading course statistics 
 At the bottom of your assessment summary

you can find all of the statistical information
on your course. If you follow the rows, you
can get information on the class average,
median and standard deviation for each
assignment and each category.

 Your class average, median and standard deviation will be listed under the Current average
column on the bottom right of your chart. Keep in mind that this class average is calculated
based on the marks in your assessment grid. It may not reflect the final class average for the
course.

 You can also get a graph of the grade distribution for each assignment, each category and the
whole class.
o To see a graph of a particular assignment, click on the number in the column for that

assignment in the Grade distribution row.
o To see a graph for a category, click on the graph icon under the column for that category

in the in the Grade distribution row.
o To see a graph for the whole course, click on Total under the Current average column in

the Grade distribution row.
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Printing your assessment summary 
 You can print your assessment summary by

clicking on the Printable version icon in the top
left hand corner.

 When you click on the printable version,
you will see a dialogue box that will give
you a number of options for your document.
Here you can choose which information will
show up on your chart.
o Standard version: Will print your

assessment summary with all of the
information.

o Public display version: Will print your
assessment summary without student
names or numbers.

oAdvanced version: Will allow you to
choose which information will be
displayed from your assessment summary. Choose this option if you only want to print
certain portions of the summary

 You can change how the assessment summary will be sorted with the options in the pulldown
menu under Select the sorting criterion.

 You can also choose the font size for your chart between small and medium under Please
select the desired font size.

 Once you have chosen how you want you assessment summary displayed, click on continue.
You will see a preview version of the chart and your printer options will appear.

 Note: When you print your chart your printer will either try to shrink the image so that it fits
on one page, or print the chart at the same size, but not include anything that goes off the
page. Unfortunately, there is no easy way to adjust this. The best option would be to create an
Excel file and print it from there.

 You can also create an Excel file version of your summary by clicking on the Excel version in
the top left hand corner. When you click on the Excel version icon you will see the same
options for choosing the chart layout as you would if you were printing.

 Note: You need to have a copy of Excel on your computer to be able to open and save the
assessment summary as an Excel file.

Submit your Mid-Term Assessment 

 To submit your mid-term assessment for a
course, click on Mid-Term Assessment under
Online Gradebook.
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Submit your final grades 

Once you have set up your evaluation chart and entered your students’ grades, it is really easy to 
submit your final grades. You do not need to have an evaluation chart to use the Submit Final 
Grades feature of your Online Gradebook. If you do not have an evaluation chart, the system will 
simply ask you to enter the grades manually. If you have an evaluation chart, the system will ask 
you if you would like to transfer the grades from your chart. You will still be able to make 
adjustments before you send in your grades. 

 To submit your final grades for a course,
click on Submit final grades under Online
Gradebook.

 If you have not entered a grade for certain
students or certain assignments, LEA will
warn you of this before you submit your
final grades.

 If there are grades missing, you will see a
list of each assessment that is missing
grades, and how many grades are missing
from that assessment. If you click on the
assessment name in blue, you will be taken
directly to the Enter Results page for that
assessment, where you can add the missing
grades. Make sure to click save at the
bottom before returning to the final grades
submission page.

 If you do not wish to enter grades for that
assessment, you can choose the option
transfer the computed averages to the final
grade submission form in blue at the bottom
of the page.

o Note: You may choose not to enter the
missing grades for a student that was
given an exemption for a particular
assignment. If you leave the grade blank in the evaluation chart, the student’s final
grade will be calculated based on the assignments that they did complete.

 If you do not wish to transfer any of the grades from the evaluation chart, click on the blue
text that reads Go to the Final Grades Submission Form WITHOUT transferring the computer
averages.
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 If you choose to include your grades from
the evaluation chart, you will see the final
grade from the evaluation chart next to
each student’s name under the Current
average column. LEA will automatically
copy this grade over to the Final grade
column. You can change the grades in this
column if you wish.

o Note: If you did not enter all of the
grades for a particular student, the
student’s average will be listed over
a total that is less than 100 and the
final grade box will be left blank.
The average listed will be the
average for all graded assessments. If
you have a student that was excused
from completing a particular
assignment, you can use this grade as
their average for the course.

 Once you have finished entering all of
your grades, check them over carefully. If
you make a mistake and click submit, you
will have to contact the Registrar’s to
make the correction.

 Once you have made certain all your
grades are correct, enter your Omnivox
password in the box and then click the
Submit to the College button.




